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Abstract— The present paper proposes an innovative control
scheme for a fully rated wind generating unit equipped with a
permanent magnet synchronous generator. The main objective
of this control strategy is that of allowing a decoupled and
dynamically performing control of active power (by the MPPT
curve) and reactive power at the point of interconnection to the
grid. Moreover, the control will be able to integrate frequency
supporting logics, such as synthetic inertial control and active
power curtailment. The control synthesis is fully detailed and
validated by means of dedicated simulations in comparison with
the traditional control scheme for this type of wind generators.
Index Terms – Wind generation, non-linear control techniques,
Feedback Linearization, power systems modelling, distributed
energy resources.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of the present paper is to propose an innovative
control architecture for a fully rated Wind Turbine Generator
(WTG )equipped with a Permanent Magnet Synchronous
Generator (PMSG) based on the Feedback Linearization
(FBL) technique. In recent years, there has been an intense
increasing of applications of model based control technique in
the field of power systems [1, 2]. Among all these techniques,
the FBL allows providing an algebraic linearization of the
nonlinear system and, for MIMO processes, the decoupling of
the dynamics of the regulated channels [3]. Thanks to this
procedure, it is very simple to design a control system whose
closed loop dynamics can be defined via a pole placement and
provide the tracking of the reference signal [3]. The FBL
technique has been widely employed in robotics and
electronics [4], but its application is also becoming more and
more relevant in the electricity power systems [5-7]. The
proposed approach will focus on a two-frame linearization of
the system accounting separately for the design of the
Machine Side Converter (MSC) control and the Grid Side
Converter (GSC) one. This “separation” of the system
dynamics is allowed by the availability of electrical
measurements at the DC link that is the only way of
interaction between the two subsystems. This will lead to the
definition of two simpler structures to design the converter
controllers, avoiding the necessity to account for a unique
non-linear dynamical system to be linearized. The aim of the
proposed strategy is to provide a performing and decoupled
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control of the WTG that will allow pursuing the maximum
power production of the generator with the minimum machine
stator current and providing regulation of the reactive power
injection keeping constant the DC link voltage. Moreover, the
system is designed to be capable of accounting for the
integration of frequency support and active power curtailment
logics in compliance with the current technical regulations and
grid connection requirements of various countries [8-10]. In
the following, the system modelling of a WTG equipped with
a PMSG is fully detailed then, the FBL control design is going
to be detailed and its performances are going to be tested
against a traditional, PID based, controller.
II.

WIND GENERATING UNIT MODEL

In this section, the overall model of the WTG is proposed.
Fig. 1 depicts the one line diagram of the WTG.

Figure 1. Wind turbine layout.

The WTG can be seen as a sixth order dynamic non-linear
system characterized by four controlled inputs (two per
converter) and four controlled quantities (namely reactive
power at the grid side, the DC link voltage, the generator
stator current direct axis component and the generator stator
current quadrature axis component). The idea of the proposed
control is that of defining two dynamic nonlinear sub-systems,
one for the GSC and the other for the MSC to provide a
simplified synthesis of the FBL controller.
A. Machine Side Converter model
The MSC will control the PMSG active power to achieve the
maximum power from the wind and minimizing the amplitude
of the machine stator current (performing the control of the
current direct axis component). The Maximum Power Point
Tracking (MPPT) is achieved defining an optimal speed for
the wind generator by the optimal power vs. rotors speed

curve [11]. The MSC sub-system considers the model of the
interaction between the wind and the turbine rotor, the PMSG
dynamics and, of course, the converter itself. The torque
provided by the WTG rotor (Tw) is related to the rotor model,
which accounts for the power form the wind and the blades
performances [12]:
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where Sb is the WTG rated power (W), ρ is the air density
(kg/m3); A is the area covered by the rotor (m2), b is the pitch
angle of rotor blades (deg), vw is the wind speed at hub height
upstream the rotor (m/s) and ωr is the turbine angular speed in
p.u. on the base of the rated machine speed ωrn, cp is the
performance coefficient, λ is the tip speed ratio and Rb is the
rotor radius (m). The motion equation of the rotor can be
expressed as:
PWT
dωr
− Te =
2H
(3)
dt
ωr
being Te the torque provided by the generator and H the
rotor inertia expressed in s.
The application of Kirchhoff voltage law at the mesh
composed by the PMSG, an R-L cable connection and the
MSC lead to the following set of dynamic equations in the
Park domain on a rotor oriented frame (in p.u. on Sb base):
L + Ld disd

− ωr L + Lq isq
vsd = − ( Rs + R ) isd − ω
dt
n
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Being vsd(q) the direc (quadrature) axis components of the
voltage at the AC side of the MSC, Rs is the stator resistance,
R is the cable resistance, L is the cable inductance, isd(q) is the
direct (quadrature) axis component of the PMSG stator
current, Ld(q) is the direct (quadrature) axis reactance of the
machine, ωn is the system rated angular speed and ψ is the
generator permanent magnet flux. Moreover, the PMSG
torque can be written as:

(

)

Te =−isd φsq + isq φsd = Ld − Lq isd isq + ψisq

(5)

More details about the WTG model can be found in [13].
After some simple algebraic manipulations of Eq.s (3)-(5), the
MSC system can be expressed as:

w
 disd
− n RT isd + LqT isqwr + vsd
 dt =
LdT

 disd
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=
− n RT isq − LdT isd wr − wrψ + vsq

LqT
 dt
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1
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Tw (wr , β ) − Ld − Lq isd isq −ψ isq
=
2H
 dt
where the system state components are the direct and
quadrature axis components of the stator current, isd and isq,
and the WTG rotor speed, ωr (from now on x1, x2 and x3). The
inputs of the first sub-system are the direct and quadrature
component of the MSC AC voltage, vsq and vsd (from now on
u1 and u2) and RT and Xd(q)T are the total resistance and direct
(quadrature) axis reactance at the machine side defined as:
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 RT= R + Rs
(7)

 Ld ( q )T= L + Ld ( q )
The first sub-system can be written in the normal form
x = f ( x ) + g ( x ) ⋅ u where:
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The controlled outputs can be expressed as function of the
sub-system state variables as:
h1 ( x ) = x1
.

h2 ( x ) = x2

(10)

B.
Grid Side Converter model
The GSC is interfaced with the WTG by means of the DC link
which provides a decoupling between the two systems. As a
result, the GSC system can be seen as an independent system
which deals with the machine side via the DC link voltage
dynamic equation. The DC side of the GSC is connected to the
DC link where a capacitance is installed in order to support the
DC voltage. The dynamics of the voltage on the DC link is
driven by the current balance between the machine side and
the grid side, i.e.:

dVDC PMSC − PGSC
(11)
=
dt
VDC
being PGSC the power delivered at the AC sides of the GSC,
PMSC the power coming from the WTG at the AC side
C

terminals of the MSC and C is the DC link capacitance. Then,
it necessary to consider the Kirchhoff voltage law of the mesh
consisting on the GSC, an R-L connection and the main grid.
In a generic Park reference frame, it is possible writing the
following axis equations:

LT d

vgd= ved − RT igd − ω dt igd − ωe LT igq

n
(12)

L
v = v − R i − T d i + ω L i
eq
T gq
gq
e T gd
 gq
ωn dt
Where vgd(q) and ved(q) are respectively the direct (quadrature)
axis components of the grid and GSC voltages, igd(q) is the
direct (quadrature) axis components of the grid side current,
we is the p.u. frequency of the grid and LT and RT are the
parameters of the connections between the GSC and the main
grid. The Park reference for the grid side converter is assumed
synchronized with the grid voltage, so that the voltage Ve has
only direct axis component and the active and reactive power
delivered to the grid can be written as:
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As one can notice, the element that produces the coupling of
the two dynamic sub-systems is described by the active power
from the MSC at the DC link. This quantity can be easily
measured with an accurate dynamic thus allowing considering
system (14) as an independent third order dynamic system.
Since the aim of the control of the GSC is that of keeping
constant the voltage at the DC link, and controlling the
reactive power provided to the grid, the controlled outputs can
be expressed as functions of the sub-system state variables as:
h3 ( x ) = x5
.

h4 ( x ) = x6

 Pg = vgd igd
(13)

Qg = vgd igq
This implies that it is possible to control the active power
acting on igd and controlling the reactive one acting on the
only igq. After some algebraic manipulations of (11) and (12) it
is possible to define the following third order system for the
GSC:

III.

(17)

FEEDBACK LINEARIZATION

The objective of the FBL is that of defining two fictitious
inputs for every sub-system (four in total) which will define a
linear and decoupled system with the design system outputs.
This will result in a state transformation of the system where
the new states of the system are going to be the controlled
system outputs and, eventually, their time derivatives. It is
worth noticing that the states of the two sub-systems are
measurable, resulting in an actual applicability of the FBL
procedure and state transformation avoiding the application
(14) of estimators that may limit the effectiveness of the proposed
approach.
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Being ugd and ugq the axis components of the modulation
signals of the inverter, highlighted to account for the
dependency on the DC link voltage. The inputs of the GSC
are, from now on defined as u3 and u4. The GSC state
components are the direct and quadrature axis components of
the grid current, igd and igq, and the DC link voltage, VDC (from
now on x4, x5 and x6). The second sub-system can be written in
the normal form as:
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A.

Machine side converter linearization

If one considers the MSC, it is possible to apply the FBL
procedure performing the time derivatives of each of the two
outputs until one of the two inputs explicitly appears. With
some algebraic manipulation, it is possible to obtain that,
after a first order derivative of h1(x), input one appears while,
after a first order derivative of h2(x), input two appears. The
two fictitious inputs of the linearized system (v1 and v2) are
then defined as:
ω

− n RT x1 + LqT x2 x3 + u1
h1 ( x ) =
 v1 =
L
dT

(18)

ω
n
h ( x ) =
v =
−
( RT x2 − LdT x1 x3 −ψ x3 + u2 )
2
 2
LqT

The schematic representation of the FBL structure for the
MSC is depicted in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. MSC linearization scheme.

The content of the FBL control block will be given by the
inversion of system (18):
LdT

 u1 = ω v1 + RT x1 + LqT x2 x3
n

.
(19)

L
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dT 1 3
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 2 ωn 2

The obtained relation between the new fictitious inputs and
the controlled outputs is linear and decoupled, as shown in
Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Equivalent linear relations of the transformed system.

B.

Grid side converter linearization

The FBL theory is now applied to the GSC following the
same procedure used for the machine side one. The aim of the
GSC converter is that of controlling the quadrature axis
current (proportional to the reactive power) and the voltage at
the DC link. Performing the time derivatives of these two
quantities, it is possible noticing that, after a first order
derivative of h3(x), input three appears while, after a first
order derivative of h4(x), input four appears. The two
fictitious inputs of the linearized GSC system (v3 and v4) are
then defined as:


ω  3
x6u4 − vgq − RT x5 + ωe LT x4 
v3= h3 ( x =
) n 

LT  2 2


(20)

P
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MSC
h4 ( x ) = −
( x4u3 + x5u4 )
v4 =
x6 C 2 2C

For both the controllers, the relative degree of the linearized
system, the sum of the maximum derivative order of every
controlled output, is equal to two. Since the order of each
subsystem is three, there exists an internal dynamics in the
linearized system that has to be stable, otherwise
compromising the stability of the whole system. As one can
see in [14], it is possible to show that the linearization of
PWM inverter is stable, according to the FBL theory. Once
that the FBL technique has been successfully applied, it is
necessary to define the structure of the regulating channels of
the system. Following the design criteria provided in [3] it is
possible to implement the following regulator structure:

(

=
v2 K isq isq , ref − isq

)

(21)

Recalling the second of (18) it is possible to describe the
dynamic of the closed loop system with the following Cauchy
problem:
 disq
K isq isq , ref
+ K isq isq =

(22)
 dt
i ( 0 ) = i
sq 0
 sq
In this condition, the roots that describes the dynamic of the
system are represented by the solutions of:
(23)
0
λisq + K isq =
It is clear from (23) that this structure allows placing the
poles of the system and so defining the dynamic behavior of
the system time response. For the sake of brevity, details are
provided for the only quadrature axis current since they can
be extended identically to the other three regulating channels.
The proposed structure of control accounts for the following
reference signals: isd,ref, isq,ref, VDC,ref and igd,ref. The direct
quadrature axis component is normally kept to zero in order
to minimize the overall system losses and the DC link voltage
is set to 1 p.u. on the DC link rated voltage base. The
quadrature axis component of the stator current is obtained on
the basis of the reference power coming from the WTG
Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT). This characteristic
is given as a function of the rotor angular speed and can be
expressed as [13]:
r ARb c p ,opt 3
(24)
Pref =
ωr
2 Sb λopt
This structure can be easily used to implement a limitation
signal from the transmission system operator, using a
minimum selection between the MPPT reference and the
power limitation signal, or integrated with additional
frequency support signal coming from a kinetic energy
controller by simple summing with MPPT reference. In
accordance to (5), under the hypothesis of (7), the reference
of the quadrature axis component of the stator current can be
calculated as:
Pref
(25)
isq ,ref =
ψωr
On the other hand, igd,ref can be calculated on the basis of the
reactive power reference Qg,ref using the second of (13):
Qg , ref
(26)
igq , ref =
vgd
The FBL controller is also integrated with the pitch control
system, that has the aim of keeping the rotor at a maximum
admissible speed for wind speed higher that the rated one.
The working principle of such controller is the following:
when the electric machine angular speed exceeds a specified
threshold (e.g. 1.2 p.u.), the controller changes the value of
the pitch angle in order to reduce the power extracted from
the wind. Since the pitch control works only for over
synchronous speeds, an anti-wind up limiter locks the pitch
angle to 0 for sub synchronous speeds (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4. Pitch angle controller block scheme

The overall control scheme proposed is reported in Fig. 5.

reporting the quadrature axis stator current profile. Fig. 8 also
highlights the better dynamic profile of the WTG rotor speed
whose profile is almost non-oscillatory. The second part of
the rotor speed transient is the same for both the controller
since it is mainly affected by the pitch controller (that is the
same for the two configurations). However, this transient
highlights the good integration of the proposed control with
the proper regulation system of the WTG.
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Figure 5. Overall scheme of the proposed FBL controller.
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In order to validate the proposed control strategy a set of
simulations has been set up to provide a comparison against a
traditional, PID based, controller. The traditional control loop
accounts for internal control loops (two for each converter) to
regulate the direct and quadrature axis current. The current
references are provided by external loops realized by
Proportional-Integral (PI) controllers. The MSC is equipped
with the same MPPT reference proposed for the FBL
controller. The power reference is then provided to the to a
power regulator that provides the reference signal for the
stator quadrature current component. The other control
provides a zero reference to the stator direct quadrature
current component. The GSC is equipped with two loops
providing reactive power and DC link voltage control acting
on the direct and quadrature components of the PWM
modulation of the GSC. Both the controllers are also
provided with a pitch regulating system in order to provide a
speed limitation after a certain wind speed threshold,
corresponding to the rated power production of the WTG.
More details about the WTG traditional control scheme can
be found in [13]. The comparison of the two controllers is
performed considering a wind speed variation and reactive
power reference variation. For the first case, the system is
initialized into a condition corresponding to 7.5 m/s wind
speed. After 10 s, a wind speed variation is provided, up to a
value equal to 8.5 m/s. Another wind speed increasing is
provided at 300 s to a wind speed equal to 16 m/s,
corresponding to a condition where the pitch controller is
activated. For the discussion of the results of the wind
variation, the attention is mainly focused on the MSC (except
for the evaluation of the active power delivered to the grid).
As one can see from Fig. 6, the steady state values of the
power delivered to the grid is correctly the same for the two
control strategies since the MPPT curve is the same.
However, the FBL controller presents a better dynamics,
characterized by a less overshooting profile and a quicker
time response. The same behavior can be observed in Fig. 7,
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Figure 7. MSC stator current quadrature axis time profile.
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Another effect of the FBL controller is the perfect decoupling
of the DC link voltage (Fig. 9) while the same profile for the
traditional regulation scheme is characterized by spikes and
transient at every wind power variation. The second aspect
considered is a reactive power reference of the GSC; the
simulation accounts for an initial reactive power delivery to
the grid equal to 0 p.u. before a first reactive power reference
variation to 0.5 p.u. at 5 s and a following reduction to -0.5
p.u. at 10 s. As for the first simulation case, for the reactive
power variation only the GSC relevant quantities are shown.
As one can see from Fig. 10, the performances of the two
regulators are very similar. As a consequence of the reactive
power variation, also the active power has a transient

dynamics, due to the variation of the losses in the resistance
of the connection between the GSC and the grid (Fig. 11).
Also in this configuration, the DC link voltage is kept
constant during all the transient with the FBL controller while
for the traditional one there is a small dynamic started by the
imbalance of the currents at the DC link side (Fig. 12).
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CONCLUSIONS

The aim of the present study was to define an innovative
control strategy for a wind generating unit equipped with a
PMSG using a FBL based approach. The paper proposed a
modeling of the WTG that allowed separating the dynamics
of the MSC from the one of the GSC by means of power
measurement at the DC link. Under this hypothesis, it was
possible to design two distinct regulators using the theory of
the FBL in order to control the WTG in accordance to the
MPPT and allowing reactive power regulation. The proposed
control strategy has been tested against a traditional, PID
based controller, for a WTG generator highlighting the
potentials of the FBL approach. Future developments of the
proposed research are related to the possibility of designing a
frequency support logics providing a kinetic energy reserve to
be implemented together with the FBL controller.
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